
Highlight the word be in  
these sentences.

 
She must be lost.

I will be back at six.

Be very quiet!

Will it be hot?

Trace the word be. 
 

Find and circle the word be.

Add the word be to these sentences.

 
I will                              busy.

Are you going to                              late?

                             careful!

Clap the word be.

Finish off the word be. 
 
 
 
 

Now write the full word.

High Frequency Word Activity Mat: be

Write the letters from the 
word be inside  

the boxes.

     b              e

be
be
be

              

me

we
be

he
we

he me we

me

we

me
he

be



Highlight the word big in  
these sentences.

 
The snow was falling as big flakes.

Steve has a big, shiny trophy.

My cat has a big fluffy tail.

Trace the word big. 
 

Find and circle the word big.

Add the word big to these sentences.

 
Susie gave Ahmed a                         smile.

She knocked on the                         red door?

My dog buried a                         bone in the garden.

Clap the word big.

Finish off the word big. 
 
 
 

Now write the full word.

High Frequency Word Activity Mat: big

Write the letters from the 
word big inside  

the boxes.

     bi              ig

     b                 g

big
big
big

                     

pig

bat
pig

bat
big

pig bat pig

bin

bat

bat
bin

bin



Highlight the word but in  
these sentences. 

Ben did his homework but the dog ate it!

I was going to come to your party but 
I felt ill.

Sal wanted to go on the ride but the 
queue was too long.

Trace the word but. 
 

Find and circle the word but.

Add the word but to these sentences.

 

I wanted to go to the park             it was raining.

Tally tried to keep herself clean             fell over in the mud.

Maneesha wanted a new toy             it was too expensive.

Clap the word but.

Finish off the word but. 

Now write the full word.

High Frequency Word Activity Mat: but

Write the letters from 
the word but inside  

the boxes.

bun
but

bit

bit bit put

bit
put

bun

put
bun

put
        bu                    ut

         b              t

but
but
but

                     



High Frequency Word Activity Mat: by
Highlight the word by in  

these sentences. 
 

I came by train.

Will you go by bus?

We sat by the tree.

Do it by yourself!

Trace the word by. 
 

Find and circle the word by.

Add the word by to these sentences.

 

We can drop             today.

She ran             the river.

Can I pay             card?

Clap the word by.

Finish off the word by. 

Now write the full word.
Write the letters from 

the word by inside  
the boxes.

by
my

my

do be mybe

do

do
be

be
        b      

                y

by
by
by

              

be



Highlight the word called in  
these sentences.

 
My Auntie called her baby Freya.

Karina called her dog to come inside.

Pamin had a pet rabbit called Flopsy.

Trace the word called. 
 

Find and circle the word called.

Add the word called to these sentences.

 
I                              my pet cat Saffy.

Hannah                              Joe on the phone.

Gurdeep                            his friends over to play.

Clap the word called.

Finish off the word called. 
 
 
 

Now write the full word.

High Frequency Word Activity Mat: called

Write the letters from 
the word called inside  

the boxes.

   ca        e              ll     d

              ed    ca              

called
called
called

                                          

pulled

call
cold

cold
pulled

pulled cold pulled

call

called

cold
cold

call


